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Figure 1. SMEs sectors: Resource Efficiency  Figure 2. SMEs sectors: Resource Efficiency 
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Figure 1: Scheme of a possible basket of benefit composition. 
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Figure 2: Cascading system (top) and reference system (bottom) for the scenario “Full cascade”. 
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Figure 4: Results of LCA of cascading of waste wood in comparison to products from primary wood 
(differences between the two systems in percent). ?
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Table 1: Wood consumption of the different baskets for the scenarios “Full cascade” and 
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Figure 1: Fruit bowl cases after two years: Images, evaluation chart, and interrelations 
graphic?
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Figure 2: Images of PK purse coins after 2 years and placement of examples in the conceptual 
model?
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Figure 3: Evolution of differences observed over time – soap dish?
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Table 3: Monetary value of material stock in smartphones sold in Germany (2010-2017) 
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Figure 1 – Take back system for separate collection of mobile phones 
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Figure 1: The Space Type Energy Model (STEM). 
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Figure 3: Energy mix (end energy) of the Canton Basel-Stadt. In 2010, the total end energy 
consumption reached 5902 GWh. 
 
?
Figure 4: Present and future end energy demand per capita for the City of Basel for the reference 
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Figure 5: Present and future power demand (end energy) and renewable power production for the 
City of Basel for the reference scenario and the 2000-Watt-scenario. 
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Figure 6: Present and future heat demand (end energy) and renewable heat production for the City of 
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Figure 7: Present and future greenhouse gas emissions in CO2-equivalents per capita and year for 
the City of Basel for the reference scenario and the 2000-Watt-scenario. 
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Figure 3: Knowledge-sharing has the potential to activate identified leverage points?
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Figure 1: Foxon’s Co-evolutionary framework (Foxon, 2011) 
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Table 1: Strategies for Reducing GHG Emissions Proposed for Indrokilo 
?
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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Figure 3: Nitrous Oxide Emissions from Manure Management until 2020 
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Figure 4: Total GHG Emissions in Indrokilo until 2020 
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Figure 1: Results of the interviews with chefs/EHS personnel at UAE hotels. 
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Table 1: Mass values for the different food waste categories measured as part of the MFA. 
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a. Estimation of health and environmental issues related to the specific food products  
b. Allocation and evaluation of the results in comparison to the basic references 
(Assessment of all relevant indicators/ ranges 1-3) 
c. Identification (calculate and displayed as the nutritional footprint) and quantitative 
comparison of results 
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?????????????? ?????????? ?????????????? ??????????? Land use (??? <3.75 // 
<1.25 
3.76- 5.625 //        
1.25 – 1.875 
>5.625 //         
>1.875  
Table 2: Sustainable level - assessment of daily intake and a lunch meal (qualitative assessment) 
[revised based on Scheiper et al. (2015) and Lukas et al. (2015)] 
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Table 3: Assessment of results (based on several data, e.g. Lukas et al. 2014, Mekonnen/Hoekstra 
2010a/2010b, Kaupinnen et al. 2008, Wirsenius et al. 2010) 10 
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How can companies deal with new data-based indicators to influence their own 
product portfolio? 
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How can instruments such as the nutritional footprint affect consumer choices?  
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Figure 1: A schematic illustration of the mineral carbonation process under development at ÅA. 
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Figure 2: Summary for process parameters optimal range for Mg(OH)2 production (Nduagu, 2012b) 
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Figure 3: Process schematic for serpentinite carbonation applied to an industrial lime kiln gas without   
CO2 pre-separation (Slotte et al, 2013)?
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Figure 1: The slag2pcc process for PCC manufacturing from steelmaking slags. 
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Figure 2: Process scheme and picture of the constructed demonstration setup at ÅAU 
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Figure 3: Observed limitations for selective calcium extraction with ammonium chloride solvent, the 
experiments listed (Mattila and Zevenhoven, 2014) are marked with circles. The shown stoichiometric 
limit is calculated for a slag containing 45% CaO, of which 50% is in reactive form. 
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Table 1: The chemical composition of various PCC samples produced with the slag2pcc method 
(XRF analysis): 1) 0.50 mol/L NH4Cl, 2) 0.65 mol/L NH4Cl, 3) 1.84 mol/L NH4Cl. (Mattila, 2014). (For 







Figure 4: Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) pictures of a) aragonite, b) rhombohedral calcite, c) 
vaterite and d) scalenohedral calcite particles, produced with the slag2pcc process. Scale bars 10 μm 
in a and c, 1 μm in b) and 2 μm in d). 
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Figure 1: Schematic of an Indirect Fired Gas turbine Cycle and the corresponding T-S diagram.?
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Table 3: Thermal efficiency of the Gasifier and Hot air Boiler 
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Figure 3: Electrical efficiency and Specific biomass consumption per MWel of the EFGT and BGGT 
cycles. 
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Table 4: Load profile for IFGT and BGGT 
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Figure 1: Schematic of solarised GT (P. Schwazbözl, 2006). 
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Figure 2: Basic Philosophy of TERA 
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Figure 3: Temperature-Entropy diagram of a solarised gas turbine system. 
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Figure 4: Schematic of the M50 solarised representative engine. 
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Table 1: Input Parameters 
?
Table 2: Input Component Efficiencies 
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Figure 5: Results summary from sensitivity analysis 
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Figure 6: Solar-hybrid and Fossil-only configuration emission results 
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Figure 7: COE results-Solar-hybrid unit vs fossil-only unit 
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Table 4 : TRL Levels of solarised GT components 
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Figure 2. The 2nd generation DLE burner used in SGT-600. 
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Figure 4. SGT-600 non-DLE (Conventional Combustion system). 
 
?
Figure 5.SGT-600 bypass system used to increase the flame temperature between 0 and 90 % load. 
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Figure 6 and 7: SGT-600 at full load and 21% PFR. NOx (?)?and CO () vs pentane content in fuel 
(M. Andersson, 2011).?
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Figure 8 and 9: SGT Normalized emissions of NOx and CO from the experimental burner as a 








Figure 10. Normalized NOx at 100% load on Ethane ??????????????????. 
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Figure 1: Sewage Treatment Plant Projects: (A) PTAR “La Enlozada”, (B) PTAR “Escalerilla”  
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*STR: Solid Retention Time, HTR: Hydraulic Retention Time. OLR: Organic Load Rate. SB: Sludge 
Blanket. AF: Anaerobic Filter. OM: Organic Matter, COD: Chemical Oxigen Demand 
Table 1: Performance of Pilot plant 
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Table 1: Representative gold contents for scraps and waste 
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Figure 2. Outline of the aqua regia process. 
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Table 2: Potentials of hydrometallurgical redox potential (Anderson, 2004) 
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Table 3: The operating conditions used both in the conventional (old) and modified (new) leaching 
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Figure 1. Generic flowchart of coffee production in Peru 
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Figure 3. CAD Modell of the pyrolysis prototype including FLOX burner, reactor and cyclone 
separator 
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Figure 4. Connection of the pyrolysis plant to the existing burning unit (wood, fossil fuel or coffee 
husks) as well to the existing pre-drying and drying process. 
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 Figure 1. Cluster scheme of processes that can be coupled to enhance microbial diversity. 
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Figure 2. Description of the basic reactor operational processes for  adapting microbial consortia. 
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Figure 1: The Sustainability Transition Scheme. Alchemy, knighthood, church ... are examples without 
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Figure 1: Map of the study area: Japan(upper right side), Aichi Prefecture and Toyota city (Upper left 
side) and Inabu and Asahi towns in Toyota City(lower left side). Satellite image: ©JAXA 
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Table 1: Main contents of each survey 
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Figure 3: The importance of each CES subjective value by experience level visiting a site. The vertical 
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Figure 4: Spatial distribution of the subjective value of water supply service provided from Inabu and 
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Figure 1: a) Percentage of the emissions according to type of vehicle in the University. b) 
Geographical coverage of the study (Academic population converging from 28 different geographical 
zones). 
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Figure 2: left) Photovoltaic panel installed in the University Campus. right) External ultra-efficient LED 
illumination point, powered by photovoltaic panel. 
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Figure 3: a to d) Risk identification in Campus. e) Schematic of the new risk map at the Institución 
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Figure 2:  Proceeding of the Project  
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Figure 1: Per cent change in carbon emissions from moving from air to HSR for study routes 
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Figure 2: Parity values for carbon emissions between HSR and air travel carbon emissions at different 
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Figure 1: Categorisation of sustainable business model archetypes after Bocken et al., (2014). 
Examples included indicate those identified to be most applicable to creating and attaining value from 
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Table 1: Targets of the Transformation of the German Energy System (BMWi 2013, p.3) 
???????????????????????????????????????
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Table 2: Targets Ranges of energy savings of recycling for various ferrous and non-ferrous metals 
(adapted from Norgate 2004 by UNEP 2013). 
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Figure 1: The complex interconnected human – biophysical world systems through a support system. 
(Developed based on Bossel, 1999; BMU, 2012)  
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Figure 2: Causal Loop Diagram showing the main driving forces to environmental degradation and 
resource scarcity, and the alternative potential solutions to tackle with these issues.  A detailed 
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Figure 2: Parameters for data collection 
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Figure 1: Intersection of fields of activity 
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Figure 2: Destination of metal-bearing waste streams in Australia (source: Corder et al. 2014) 
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that accumulate these materials and their current practices around disposal. Information is 
needed about existing collection systems, their logistical elements, how economic value is 
currently captured in collection of used goods and materials, and the formal and informal 
institutional frameworks that influence current arrangements. Also required is a better 
understanding of the informal frameworks of social values, norms and knowledge that 
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??????????? ????????????? “To extract small quantities of PMs from e-waste, thermodynamic 
knowledge of more than one BMs including copper, lead, nickel and zinc is required. 
Australia is a world leader in the mineral and mining industry and possesses the capability of 
copper, lead, zinc and PM processing. There is an opportunity to optimize the existing non-
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Table 1: Analyzed product groups and metals 





?? Pt? Pd? Rh? Au? In? Ga? Ge? Y?
Potential?flow?in?2020?[kg]? 7,052 14,118 3,253 573 128 36? 2.3? 7,252
World?mine?production?2011?[t]? 492,000? 2,600,000 641 216? 120? ??
Ratio? 0.005%? 0.00002% 0.020% 0.017%? 0.002%? ??
?? La? Ce? Nd? Gd? Tb? Dy? Er? RE,?unspec.





Table 2: Preliminary results for potential flows of strategic metals in EOL-products in 2020 and ratios 
between secondary potential in Germany and global production (data on world mine production from 
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Figure 1. Grain size distribution of copper (left) and zinc in MSWI bottom ash. The mass fractions of 
the grain size distribution are displayed on the left side (second y-axis).  
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Figure 2. Mass and exergy flows for the production of Al and Cu from natural resources (Ayres et al., 
2006). 
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